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ABSTRACT

An automatic focusing camera comprises a measuring
device formed integrally with a camera housing, defining a
distance measuring Zone Selectively extended in different
directions, and adapted for producing information employed
for focusing to an object contained in the extended distance
measuring Zone. A position detecting device for detecting
the position of the camera housing, and a device for varying
the extending direction of the distance measuring Zone, in
response to the position of the camera housing detected by
the position detecting device.

27 Claims, 11 Drawing Sheets
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finally used in focusing control from many focus adjusting
information from Said light-emitting elements, thus resulting
in an elevated cost due to a complex circuit Structure if Said
processing is achieved by hardware, or a longer time
required for Such Selection if Said processing is achieved by

AUTOMATIC FOCUSING CAMERA

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets

appears in the

original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions
made by reissue.

Software.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This This reissue application is a continuation of appli
cation Ser: No. 780, 129 filed Dec. 26, 1996, abandoned,
which is a continuation of application Ser. No. 576, 167 filed
Dec. 19, 1995, abandoned, which is a continuation of
application Ser. No. 299,346 filed Sep. 1, 1994, abandoned,
for reissue of U.S. Pat. No. 5,144,358 granted Sep. 1, 1992,
which matured from application Ser: No. 603,246 filed Oct.
24, 1990, which is a continuation of application Ser. No.
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317,742 filed Mar. 1, 1989, now abandoned.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to an automatic focusing
camera which controls focusing by producing plural infor
mation for focus adjustment from the object field.
2. Related Background Art
In conventional automatic focusing cameras, the infor
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mation for focus adjustment (distance measuring informa
tion or defocus information) is produced by projecting light
from a light-emitting unit to an object positioned in the
center of the object field determined by the view finder and
receiving the light reflected from Said object, but, there
cannot be obtained information for focus adjustment, in case
of photographing with an image frame composition with the
main object not positioned in the center, thus resulting in a
So-called central defocus picture.
In order to prevent failure in the control resulting from
Such central defocus, there is already realized a So-called
multi-focus camera in which plural light-emitting elements
are provided for producing information for focus adjustment
in plural positions in the object field, and also the present
applicant proposed a similar camera in the U.S. application
Ser. No. 204,905 dated Jun. 10, 1988, now U.S. Pat. No.
4,908,646, issued Mar. 13, 1990.

However, Such camera designed to produce plural infor
mation for focus adjustment from the object field may still
result in Such central defocus if the position of the camera is
moved, Since the plural light-emitting elements are arranged
on the assumption that the position of the camera is constant
at the photographing operation.
For example, when plural light-emitting elements are
arranged in a horizontal row in the usual photographing
position of the camera, if the camera is turned by 90 so that
Said plural light-emitting elements are arranged vertically at
the center of the object field and if main objects are
positioned at left and right in Said object field, there cannot
be obtained the focus adjusting information for Such objects
and there is again encountered the central defocus phenom
CO.

In order to prevent Such central defocus phenomenon
resulting from change in the camera position, it has been
proposed to distribute a large number of light-emitting
elements over a relatively wide area including the center of
the object field.
However, the use of Such many light-emitting elements
requires complex processing for Selecting the information

35

An object of the present invention is to provide an
automatic focusing camera capable of reliably preventing
Such central defocus phenomenon with simple Structure and
processing, even when the camera position is changed.
The above-mentioned object can be achieved, according
to the present invention, by an automatic focusing camera
provided with a distance measuring Zone Selectively extend
ing in different directions and capable of producing infor
mation on the distance to an object contained in the extended
distance measuring Zone, comprising position detecting
means for detecting the camera position and means for
varying the extending direction of Said distance measuring
Zone according to the position detected by Said position
detecting means.
Said distance measuring Zone is So varied as to always
assume a horizontal row or an upward or downward V-shape
regardless of the camera position.
In Such automatic focusing camera of the present
invention, certain measuring points are Selected to prevent
the central defocus phenomenon according to the change in
the camera position, So that appropriate automatic focusing
can be achieved without Such phenomenon, regardless of the
camera position.
Also the number of the measuring points is maintained at
a minimum necessary value, whereby the discrimination
process for focusing control can be simplified.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGS. 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D are schematic views showing
light-emitting patterns corresponding to camera positions in
a first embodiment;
40

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a light emission control
circuit;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a variation of the light
emission control circuit;
45

FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing the function of the circuit
shown in FIG. 3;

FIGS. 5A, 5B, 5C and 5D are schematic views showing
light-emitting patterns corresponding to camera positions in
a Second embodiment;
50

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a light emission control
circuit;

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a variation of the light
emission control circuit;

FIG. 8 is a flow chart showing the function of the circuit
55
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shown in FIG. 7;

FIG. 9 is a schematic view showing the arrangement of a
light emitting unit and a light receiving unit on a camera,
with light emission patterns of the first embodiment;
FIG. 10 is a schematic view showing a light receiving
position on a PSD;
FIG. 11 is a Schematic view showing the arrangement of
a light emitting unit and a light receiving unit on a camera,
with light emission patterns of the Second embodiment;
FIG. 12 is a schematic view showing a variation of the
arrangement of the light emitting unit and the light receiving
unit on the camera, with light emission patterns of the first
embodiment;

Re. 36,895
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elements I3, I5 and I4 arranged in the horizontal row as in
the position I Selectively emit light. The mercury Switches

3
FIGS. 13A, 13B, 13C and 13D are schematic views

showing arrangements of light-receiving elements corre
sponding to the camera positions in a third embodiment;
FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a Selection-control circuit;

HS1, HS2 are both turned on in this state.

Thus, with the cross-shaped arrangement of five light
emitting elements I1-I5, a light-emission pattern is pro
duced with three light-emitting elements arranged in the
horizontal row, in any of the positions I-IV.
The on-off operations of the mercury Switches HS1, HS2
in the positions I-IV are summarized in Tab. 1.

and

FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing the function of the circuit
shown in FIG. 14.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

In the following, there will be described certain embodi
ments applied to an active camera, provided with a light
emitting unit for emitting infrared light beams to form light
spots on an object, and a light receiving unit for receiving the
reflected light from the object, and capable of producing
information for focus adjustment based on the principle of
triangulation.
FIGS. 1A to 1D illustrate an embodiment of the arrange
ment of plural light-emitting elements in the light-emitting
unit, and light-emitting patterns corresponding to various
camera positions.
In the light-emitting unit at the front part of the camera
there are provided, corresponding to light target positions
Schematically shown in a viewing field of the finder repre
Sented by a broken-line frame, a light-emitting element I5 at
the center and other light-emitting elements I1, I2, I3 and I4
positioned vertically and horizontally thereto. These draw
ings indicate the arrangement of the light-emitting elements
I1 to I4, provided in the light-emitting unit in the front part
of the camera, Seen from the back. Also provided are two
mercury Switches HS1, HS2, as the position detecting means
for detecting the camera position, to the left of the viewing

TABLE 1.
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field of the finder in which the elements I1-I5 are illustrated.

Said mercury Switches HS1, HS2 are positioned in an
inverted-V arrangement in the normal camera position I
shown in FIG. 1A, and are both turned off in the position in
FIG. 1A, as the mercury is Separated from paired leads.
Corresponding to different camera positions I, II, III and
IV, the light-emitting pattern of the light-emitting unit with
five elements I1-I5 in a cross-shaped arrangement is Selec
tively controlled as respectively indicated by the dark

35

HS2 is turned on.

In the position III in which the left side of the viewing
field is positioned upwards, the elements I1, I5 and I2 in the
horizontal row, the same as those in the position II, Selec
tively emit light. In this position, the mercury Switches HS1,
HS2 are respectively turned on and off.
Finally, in the inverted camera position IV, in which the
lower Side of the viewing field is positioned upwards, the

HS1

HS2

I
II
III
IV

OFF
OFF
ON
ON

OFF
ON
OFF
ON

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an embodiment of hardware
for selectively controlling the light-emitting elements I1-I5
shown in FIG. 1 according to the detection outputs of the
camera position.
The mercury Switches HS1, HS2 are connected to a power
Source Vcc respectively through pull-up resistors, and the
outputs of Said Switches at the Side of Said pull-up resistors
are Supplied to an exclusive OR gate 1. Consequently, when
the mercury Switches HS1, HS2 are both on or off, namely
in case of the position I or IV, said exclusive OR gate 1
provides an L-level Signal, and, when either of Said Switches
is off while the other is on, namely in case of the position II
or III, the exclusive OR gate 1 provides an H-level signal. In
each of the camera positions I-IV, a driver 7 drives a
light-emitting element positioned at the left Side of the
horizontal row, while a driver 8 drives the element I5 at the

center, and a driver 9 drives, at each of the positions I-IV,
a light-emitting element positioned at the right Side of the
horizontal row.

40

circles.

It is to be noted that, though the camera is shown in
different positions I-IV at left, the arrangement of the
light-emitting elements in the viewing field and the position
of the mercury Switches HS1, HS2 are fixedly shown in the
state of position I, and that, in each of the positions II-IV, the
upper position is indicated by an arrow.
In these positions I-IV, the light-emitting pattern and the
function of the mercury Switches HS1, HS2 vary in the
following manner.
In the normal photographing position I, the elements I3,
I5 and I4 in the horizontal row selectively emit light. In this
state the mercury Switches HS1, HS2 are both turned off.
In the position II in which the right side of the viewing
field is positioned upwards, the clement I1, I5 and I2 in the
horizontal row in this position selectively emit light. The
mercury Switch HS1 is turned off, while the mercury Switch

POSITION

45

NAND gates 3, 5 receive the output of the driver 7, and
NAND gates 4, 6 receive the output of the driver 9. Also the
output of the exclusive OR gate 1 is supplied to the NAND
gates 5, 6 and, through an inverter 2, to the NAND gates 3,
4. The output of the driver 8 is supplied directly to the
light-emitting element I5 at the center. Other light-emitting
elements I1-I4, positioned in croSS arrangement, respec
tively receive the outputs of the NAND gates 3-6.
In the following there will be explained the function of the
embodiment shown in FIG. 2, with reference to the camera

50

positions I-IV and the light emission patterns corresponding
to Said camera positions.
Firstly, in the position I shown in FIG. 1A, the mercury
Switches HS1, HS2 are both turned off as shown in Tab. 1,

55
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whereby the exclusive OR gate 1 receives H-level input
Signals to release an L-level output Signal. Consequently the
NAND gates 5, 6 are disabled, while the NAND gates 3, 4,
receiving an H-level Signal through the inverter 2, are
enabled. When H-level drive signals are released from the
drivers 7, 9 in such state, the NAND gates 3, 4 receiving
H-level Signals release L-level Signal to activate the light
emitting elements I3, I4. At the same time the central
light-emitting element I5 is activated by the- output of the
driver 8, whereby there is obtained a light-emission pattern
by the elements I3, I5, I4 arranged in the horizontal row. The
light emission control in the position IV is the same as that
in the position I explained above. More specifically, in the
position IV, the mercury Switches HS1, HS2 are both turned
on as shown in Tab. 1, whereby the exclusive OR gate 1

Re. 36,895
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S
receives L-level input signals to generate an L-level output
Signal. Thus the light-emitting elements I3, I5, I4 are acti

select the output ports P1, P2 as in the case of the position
II, and then the step S4 selects the output port S5, whereby
the light-emitting elements I1, I5 and I2 are activated.

Vated in the same manner.

In the position II shown in FIG. 1B, the mercury Switches
HS1, HS2 are respectively turned off and on as shown in
Tab. 1. Thus the exclusive OR gate 1 receives an H-level
input signal and an L-level input Signal to generate an
H-level output signal, whereby the NAND gates 3, 4 receiv
ing the inverted output signal through the inverter 2 are
disabled while the NAND gates 5, 6 receiving the output of
the exclusive OR gate 1 are enabled. Thus the NAND gates
5, 6 receiving the H-level drive signals from the drivers 7,
9 generate L-level output Signals, thereby activating the
light-emitting elements I1, I2. At the same time the central
light-emitting element I5 is activated directly by the output

In the embodiments shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the three

light-emitting elements Selected according to the camera
position are preferably activated in Succession rather than
Simultaneously.
FIG. 5 shows another embodiment of the arrangement of
plural light-emitting elements provided in the light-emitting
unit.

15

of the driver 8.

Switches HS1, HS2 as in FIGS. 1A to 1D.

element I5 is activated.
25
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to the flow chart shown in FIG. 4.

In the position I in which the mercury Switches HS1, HS2
are both turned off, at first a step S1 discriminates the
off-state of the mercury Switch HS1, then a step S2 dis
criminates the off-state of the mercury Switch HS2 whereby
the Sequence proceeds to a step S3 to Select the output ports
P3, P4 of the CPU 10, and a step S4 then selects the output
port P5. In this manner the light-emitting elements I3, I5, I4
are activated. On the other hand, in the position IV in which
the mercury Switches HS1, HS2 are both turned on, the step
S1 discriminates the on-state of the mercury Switch HS1
whereby the Sequence proceeds to a step S5 which discrimi
nates the on-state of the mercury Switch HS2. Thus the
Sequence proceeds to the Step 3 to Select the output ports P3
and P4 as in the case of position I, and then the step S4
selects the output port P5. In this manner the elements I3, I5

40
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and I4 are activated.

In the position II in which the mercury Switches HS1, HS2
are respectively off and on, the Step S1 discriminates the
off-state of the mercury Switch HS1, and then the step S2
discriminates the on-state of the mercury Switch HS2
whereby the Sequence proceeds to a step S6 to Select the
output ports P1 and P2 of the CPU 10. Then the step S4
Selects the output port P5, So that the light-emitting elements

In the present embodiment, a light-emitting element I15 is
positioned at the center of the viewing field of the finder, and
four other light-emitting elements I11, I12, I13, I14 are
respectively positioned in the diagonal directions of Said
Viewing field.
In the present embodiment, corresponding to each of the
camera positions I-IV, three out of five light-emitting ele
ments are Selectively activated So as to form an inverted
V-shape in the upward direction indicated by an arrow. AS
the central element I15 is always activated in any of the
positions I-IV, two other elements are selectively activated
according to the camera position.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an embodiment of hardware
for Selectively controlling the light-emitting unit of the
diagonal pattern shown in FIG. 5, according to the detected
camera position.
The mercury switches HS1, HS2 and the drivers 7, 8, 9 are
same as those shown in FIG. 2, but there are provided
inverters 21, 22, and the NAND gates 3-6 are connected in
a different manner to the light-emitting elements I11-15.
More specifically, the output of the mercury Switch HS1
is directly supplied to an input terminal of the NAND gate
5, and, through the inverter 21, to an input terminal of the
NAND gate 3. Also the output of the mercury Switch HS2
is directly supplied to an input terminal of the NAND gate
6, and, through the inverter 22, to an input terminal of the
NAND gate 4. The other input terminals of the NAND gates
3, 5 are connected to the output of the driver 7, while those
of the NAND gates 4, 6 are connected to the output of the
driver 9. The outputs of the NAND gates, 3, 4, 5, 6 are
respectively Supplied to the light-emitting elements I11, I12,
I13, I14. The output of the driver 8 is directly supplied to the
central light-emitting element I15.
In the following there will be explained the function of the
embodiment shown in FIG. 6, with reference to FIG. 5.
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I1, I5, I2 are activated.

In the position III, in which the mercury Switches HS1,
HS2 are respectively on and off, the step S1 discriminates
the on-state of the Switch HS1 whereby the sequence pro
ceeds to the step S5 which discriminates the off-state of the
Switch HS2. Thus the sequence proceeds to the step S6 to

elements I1-I4 are shown in a stat seen from the back of the

camera. Also there are shown function States of the mercury

Also in the position III shown in FIG. 1C, the mercury
Switches HS1, HS2 are respectively turned on and off as
shown in Tab. 1 whereby the exclusive OR gate 1 generates
an H-level output Signal as in the case of the position II.
Thus the NAND gates 5, 6 are enabled to drive the light
emitting elements I1, I2, and Simultaneously the central
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of another embodiment in
which the cross-shaped pattern shown in FIG. 1 is selec
tively activated by Software, and FIG. 4 is a flow chart
corresponding to Said Software.
A CPU 10 for executing a program according to the flow
chart shown in FIG. 4 receives the Switch output signals
from the mercury Switches HS1, HS2 connected to the
power Source Vcc through the pull-up resistors, and output
ports P1-P5 of said CPU 10 are respectively connected to
the light-emitting elements I1-I5 of the light-emitting unit.
In the following there will be explained the control of the
light-emitting pattern according to the camera position in
this embodiment shown in FIG. 3, while making reference

AS in FIG. 1, the arrangement of the plural light-emitting
elements is Schematically shown in the viewing field of the
finder, and the light-emitting patterns corresponding to the
camera positions I-IV are represented by dark circles. The

65

At first, in a position I shown in FIG. 5A, in which the
mercury Switches HS1, HS2 are both turned off as shown in
Tab. 1, Said Switches generate H-level Signals whereby the
NAND gates 3, 4 receiving L-level signals from the invert
ers 21, 22 are disabled, while the NAND gates 5.6 receiving
the H-level signals directly from said Switches ar enabled. In
response to the H-level output signals from the drivers 7, 9,
the NAND gates, 5, 6 generate L-level outputs to activate the
light-emitting elements I13, I14. At the same time the central
element I15 is activated by the output of the driver 8, thereby
forming a light emission pattern of inverted V-shape. In a
position IV shown in FIG.5D in which the mercury Switches
HS1, HS2 are both turned on, said Switches generate L-level

Re. 36,895
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signals, whereby the NAND gates, 3, 4 receiving the
inverted H-level signals from the inverters 21, 22 are
enabled. Thus, in response to the H-level output Signals of
the drivers 7, 9 the elements I11, I12 are activated. At the

same time the central element I15 is activated directly by the
output of the driver 8. In this manner, in the position IV, thee
is obtained a light emission pattern of inverted V-shape with
the light-emitting elements I11, I15 and I12.
In a position II shown in FIG. 5B in which the mercury
Switches HS1, HS2 are respectively off and on, the NAND
gate 5 is enabled by the H-level output signal of the mercury
Switch HS1, and the NAND gate 4 is enabled by the H-level
Signal from the inverter 22, whereby the light-emitting
elements I12, I13 and I15 are activated to form a light
emission pattern of inverted V-shape.
In a position III shown in FIG. 5C, in which the mercury
Switches HS1, HS2 are respectively on and off, the NAND
gate 3 is enabled by the H-level signal from the inverter 21
and the NAND gate 6 is enabled by the H-level signal from
the Switch HS2, whereby the light-emitting elements I11,
I14 and the central element I15 are activated to obtain a light
emission pattern of inverted
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of another embodiment in
which five light-emitting elements arranged in a diagonal
pattern shown in FIG. 5 are selectively controlled by
Software, and FIG. 8 is a flow chart corresponding to said

15

sensing device (PSD) of the lateral direction. Consequently

25

light-receiving positions R3, R4 will result in errors in the
information for focus adjustment, because they are displaced
from the central light-receiving position R5 in the distance

A CPU 10 receives the output signals of the mercury
switches HS1, HS2, and output ports P11-P15 of said CPU
10 are respectively connected to the five light-emitting

XS.

elements. I11-15.

Therefore, in the embodiment shown in FIG. 9, the signals
are corrected as shown in Tab. 2, respectively corresponding
to the camera positions I-IV.
35

TABLE 2

I12, I15 and I13.

In the position III in which the mercury Switches HS1,
HS2 are respectively on and off, at first the step S11
discriminates the on-state of the Switch HS1, whereby the
Sequence proceeds to a step S16 for Selecting the output port
P11 thereby activating the element I11. Then the step S13
discriminates the off-state of the Switch HS2, whereby the
Sequence proceeds to a step S14 for Selecting the output port
P14 thereby activating the element I14. Then the step S15

I14.

Correction

I

Ad1 for the position R4
Ad2 for the position R3

II
III

None
None

IV

Ad1 for the position R4
Ad2 for the position R3

45

50

It is assumed that the light-receiving positions R3, R4 are
respectively distanced by d1, d2 from the central light
receiving position R5 in the lateral direction or direction of
the distance axis on the light-receiving unit 34, and Ad1 and
Ad2 are corresponding correction values.
When the same distance is measured with light-projecting
and light-receiving lenses of the same focal length in the
structure shown in FIG. 9, there is obtained a relation:
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activates the central element I15. Therefore, also in the

position III, there can be obtained a light emission pattern of
inverted V-shape by the light-emitting elements I11, I15 and

Camera position
40

I14.

In the position II in which the mercury Switches HS1, HS2
are respectively off and on, at first the Step S11 discriminates
the off-state of the Switch HS1, and the step S12 selects the
output port P13 to activate the light-emitting element I13.
Then the step S13 discriminates the on-state of the Switch
HS2 whereupon the sequence proceeds to a step S17 for
Selecting the output port P12 thereby activating the light
emitting element I12. Then the step S15 selects the output
port S15 to activate the central element I15. Consequently,
also in the position II, there is obtained a light emission
pattern of inverted V-shape by the light-emitting elements

the light-receiving positions R1, R2, positioned above and
below the central light-receiving position R5, do not gen
erate errors in the detection Signals as they are in a same

position in the distance axis (lateral direction), but the

Software.

At first, in the position I in which the mercury Switches
HS1, HS2 are both turned off, a step S11 discriminates the
off-state of the Switch HS1, and, then a step S12 selects the
output port P13 to activate the light-emitting element I13.
Then a step S13 discriminates the off-state of the Switch
HS2, and a step S14 selects the output port P14 to activate
the light-emitting element I14. Subsequently a step S15
selects the output port P15 to activate the element I15. Thus,
in the position I, there is obtained a light emission pattern of
inverted V-shape by the light-emitting elements I13, I15 and

In the position IV, in which the mercury Switches HS1,
HS2 are both turned on, the Sequence proceeds from the Step
S11 to S16 to activate the element I11, then from the step
S13 to S17 to activate the element I12, and the step S15
activates the element I15. Thus, in the position IV, a light
emission pattern of inverted V-shape is obtained with the
light-emitting element I11, I15 and I12.
FIG. 9 shows an embodiment, in which a light-emitting
unit 32 on the camera body is provided with five light
emitting elements I1-I5 arranged in a cross-shaped pattern
shown in FIG. 1, and a light-receiving unit 34 with a
predetermined distance to Said light-emitting unit, at the Side
thereof. The light beams emitted from the light-emitting
elements I1-I5 of the light-emitting unit 32 to an object of
a given distance are received at positions R1-R5 on the
light-receiving unit 34. Stated differently, the light-receiving
positions R1-R5 on the light receiving unit 34 are mutually
displaced, corresponding to the pattern of the light-emitting
element I1-I5 in the light-emitting unit 32.
The light-receiving unit 34 is composed of a position
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wherein d1' is the distance between the light-emitting ele
ments I5 and I4. Stated differently the distance between the
light spots on the PSD is equal to that of the light-emitting
elements. As shown in FIG. 10, the length of the PSD in the
direction of the distance axis is represented by L, and the
length from an electrode A to the position R4 or R5 is
respectively represented by Xa or Xb. It is to be noted that,
when a light spot is formed in any of the positions R1-R5,
the light spot should not be present at other positions. When
the light spot is formed at R5, the distance information is
given by the following equation, based on output photocur
rents IA, IB from the electrodes A, B:
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IB - IA

Xb - L| 2

TABLE 3

(1)

(E) = Lf 2

Camera position
5

I

Also the distance information when the light Spot is
formed at R4 is represented by:

(EE
IA+ IBR4

Xa-L/ 2
Lf 2

Ad1 for position R14

Ad2 for position R13
II
III

(2)

IV

1O

Despite the fact that the measured distance is Same, these
two distance information mutually differ by a following
amount D:

Correction
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Ad2 for position R12

Ad2 for position R13
Ad1 for position R11
Ad1 for position R14
Ad2 for position R12
Ad1 for position R11

More specifically, in the position I in which the light
emitting elements I13, I15 and I14 are activated, the detec
tion Signals are obtained at the light-receiving positions R13,
R15 and R14. Thus corrections Ad1 and Ad2 are made

Lf 2

Lf 2

Xb
Xa
= 2- - 1 - 2- + 1
L
L
Xb
Xa
= 2- - 2
L
L

iXb Xa)al

L

Since d1 = Xb - Xa;
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2
D = -d1
L

Thus;

(EE) (EE) id1
-- -

IA+ IB R5

IA+ IB R4

L

Therefore, when the light spot is formed at R4, the distance

information is to be obtained by adding, d1 to the output

photocurrent of the PSD.
In the following there will be explained the correction for
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each camera position, with correction values Ad=, d1 and
Ad2=-, d2.
At first, in the position II or III, the light-emitting ele
ments I1, I5 and I2 in the vertical row of the light-emitting
unit 32 are activated as shown in FIG. 1, and the light spots
are formed at R1, R5 and R2 in the light-receiving unit 34.
The detection signals are not corrected in this case, because
Said light spots are not displaced in the direction of the
distance axis.

On the other hand, in the position I or IV, the light
emitting elements I3, I5 and I4 in the horizontal row of the
light-emitting unit 32 are activated, and the light Spots are
formed at R3, R5 and R4 displaced in the direction of the
distance axis of the light-receiving unit 34, thus generating
errors. Consequently, in the camera position I or IV, the
correction value Ad2 is applied to the detection Signal
corresponding to the position R3, and the correction value
Ad1 is applied to the detection Signal corresponding to the
position R4.
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direction, or direction of the distance axis, of Said unit 51.
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On the other hand, when the light-emitting elements I1, I5
and I2 in the vertical row in the light-emitting unit 32 are
activated, the light-receiving unit 53 is Selected Since the
light-receiving positions R1, R5 and R2 are not aberrated in
the direction of the distance axis of Said light-receiving unit
53.
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FIG. 11 shows an embodiment of the camera with a

light-emitting unit of the diagonal pattern shown in FIG. 5.
Also in Such light-emitting unit of the diagonal pattern, the
light beams emitted from the light-emitting elements
I11-15 to an object of a given distance are received at
positions R11-R15 in a light-receiving unit 44, wherein the
positions R11, R14 positioned to the left of the central
position R15 generate errors corresponding to a positional
aberration of d11, while the positions R12, R13 to the right
of the position R14 generate errors corresponding to d12.
Consequently the detection Signals are corrected as shown
in Tab. 3, corresponding to the camera positions I-IV.

respectively for the positions R14 and R13. In the position
II in which the light-emitting elements I12, I15 and I13 are
activated, the detection signals are obtained at the light
receiving positions R12, R15 and R13. Thus a correction
Ad2 is applied to said positions R12, R13. Also in the
camera position III in which the light-emitting elements I11,
I15 and I14 are activated, the detection signals are obtained
at the light-receiving positions R11, R15 and R14. Thus a
correction Ad1 is applied to the positions R11 and R14.
Finally, at the camera position IV in which the light-emitting
elements I11, I15 and I12 are activated, the detection signals
are obtained at the light-receiving positions R11, R15 and
R12, and corrections Ad1 and Ad2 are applied respectively
at the position R11 and R12.
FIG. 12 shows another embodiment provided with a
light-emitting unit 32 the same as in FIG. 9 but not requiring
the correction on the detection signals. Corresponding to
Said light-emitting unit 32, there are provided a vertical
light-receiving unit 51 and a horizontal light-receiving unit
53, either one of which is Selected according to the camera
position.
More specifically, when three light-emitting elements I3,
I5 and I4 in the horizontal row in the light-emitting unit 32
are activated for the object of a given distance, the reflected
light spots are formed at positions R3, R5, R4 likewise in a
horizontal row on the light-receiving unit 51. In Such case,
therefore, Said light-receiving unit 51 is Selected, as there is
involved no positional aberration in the longitudinal
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In this manner the light-receiving unit 51 is selected for
the camera position I or IV, and the light-receiving unit 53
is Selected for the camera position II or III, and Such
Selection of the light-receiving unit dispenses with the
correction of the detection signals corresponding to the
change in the light emission pattern depending on the
camera position.
In the above-explained light emission control of the
light-emitting unit with a diagonal pattern, there are always
Selected two light-emitting elements in addition to the
central element So as to always form a light emission pattern
of inverted V-shape according to the camera position, but it
is also possible to form a light emission pattern of V-shape
with respect to the camera position.
In the following there will be explained a third embodi
ment applied to passive automatic focusing, employing TTL
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phase difference detection with a CCD line sensor or the like
in a single-lens refleX camera or employing optical triangu

12
The distance measuring operation is started by the closing
of a main power Switch, or by the actuation of a shutter

lation as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,002,899. FIGS. 13A to

release button over a first Stroke.

13D indicate the functions of distance measuring Zones and
mercury Switches HS1, HS2 in the camera positions I-IV. In
the viewing field of the finder, indicated by a broken-line
frame, there are shown perpendicularly crossing two dis
tance measuring Zones I21, I22.
In the usual camera position I, a CCD Sensor array
corresponding to the distance measuring Zone I21 is auto
matically Selected, and an algorithm of data transfer and
correlation calculation is executed. In this State the mercury
Switches HS1, HS2 are both turned off.

In the camera position II, a CCD Sensor array correspond
ing to the distance measuring Zone I22 is automatically
Selected, and an algorithm of data transfer and correlation
calculation is executed. In this State, as the right Side of the
Viewing field is positioned upwards, the mercury Switches
HS1, HS2 are respectively turned off and on.
In the camera position III, the CCD sensor array corre
sponding to the distance measuring Zone I22 is automati
cally Selected as in the case of the position II. In this State,
as the left Side of the viewing field is positioned upwards, the
mercury Switches HS1, HS2 are respectively turned on and
off.
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to select the lines 72, 76 of the CCD drive circuit, and then
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In the inverted camera position IV, the CCD sensor array
corresponding to the distance measuring Zone I21 is Selected
as in the case of the position I. In this State, as the lower side
of the viewing field is positioned upwards, the mercury
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FIG. 15.

and to Store the converted values in an internal memory of
the CPU. Then it reads the accumulated charges of the
element 77, in Succession, through the line 78 and the input
line 68, and Stores the converted digital values in Said
internal memory. Then, in a step S27, it determines the
amount of defocus by correlation calculation on the stored
data of the light-receiving elements 73, 77.
On the other hand, in the camera position II or III, the
CPU selects the ports 72, 76, and similarly determines the
amount of defocus in the steps S26 and S27.

Then the CPU sends the information on the amount of
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movement of the focusing lens, determined from the amount
of defocus, to the motor drive circuit 64 through the port 61,
thus driving the focusing motor 65. When the amount of
rotation of said motor, detected by the photointerruptor 66,
reaches a predetermined value corresponding to Said amount
of defocus, the CPU stops the motor, thereby completing an
automatic focusing cycle. In this manner the data transfer
time required for transferring the data from the CCD line
sensors to the CPU can be reduced to a half, in comparison
with the case of data transfer from all the distance measuring
areas. Also the distance measuring operation can be
achieved faster, Since the distance measuring area is reduced
to half, So that the time required for correlation calculation
is also halved.
I claim:
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disclosed in the U.S. Pat. No. 4,002,899 mentioned above,

the light-receiving unit 70 is placed in a position for receiv
ing the light flux coming from the object, through a window
provided in the front face of the camera housing.
In the following the function of the circuit shown in FIG.
14 will be explained with reference to a flow chart shown in

to the step S26.
Thus, in the camera position I or IV, the CPU selects the
ports 74, 78 of the CCD drive circuit 69 through the output
line 67 of the CPU, and then proceeds to the step S26 to read,
in Succession the accumulated charges of the light-receiving
element 73 through the line 74 and the input line 68 of the
CPU, to send these values to an A/D converter in the CPU

Switches HS1, HS2 are both turned on.

In this manner, in any of the positions I to IV, there is
Selected a distance measuring Zone which appears horizon
tally in the viewing field.
The on-off operations of said Switches HS1, HS2 in
different camera positions are the same as shown in Tab. 1.
FIG. 14 is a block diagram of the circuit of the third
embodiment, in which a pair of distance measuring Zones is
Selectively controlled according to the detected camera
position.
The mercury Switches HS1, HS2 are connected to a power
Source Vcc through pull-up resistors, and are connected, at
the side of said pull-up resistors, to a CPU 60. Said CPU 60
is connected through a signal output line 61 and a signal
input line 62 to a motor drive circuit 64, which is further
connected to a focusing motor 65 and a photointerruptor 66
for detecting the lens motion caused by Said focusing motor
65. The CPU 60 is further connected, through a signal output
line 67 and a signal input line 68, to a CCD drive circuit 69,
which is connected with light-receiving elements 71, 73, 75,
77 respectively through signal lines 72, 74, 76, 78.
In case of a single-lens refleX camera, the light-receiving
face of the light-receiving unit 70 is in a position conjugate
for example with the exit pupil of a photographing lens, and
receives a light flux transmitted by Said photographing lens.
The light-receiving elements 71, 73, 75, 77 are respec
tively composed of linear CCD Sensors, and are positioned
radially, around the center of the light-receiving unit 70, thus
receiving light flux portions coming from the object, through
respectively different areas of the exit pupil.
On the other hand, in the distance measuring method

A step S21 Starts charge accumulation in the four light
receiving elements, and a step S22 terminates Said charge
accumulating operation after a predetermined time, or after
an appropriate time determined by the CPU so as to obtained
an appropriate amount of accumulated charge. Then the
Sequence proceeds to a step S23.
In the position I shown in FIG. 13A, in which the mercury
Switches HS1, HS2 are both turned off, the step S23 provides
an affirmative discrimination, whereby the Sequence pro
ceeds to a step S24 for selecting the input/output lines 74,78
of the CCD drive circuit 69, and then to a step S26. Also in
the camera position IV in which the mercury Switches HS1,
HS2 are both turned on, the step S23 again provides an
affirmative discrimination, whereby the Sequence proceeds
to the step S24 to select the lines 74, 78 as in the case of the
position I, and then to the step S26.
In the camera position II or III, the step S23 provides a
negative result, whereby the Sequence proceeds to a step S25
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1. An automatic focusing camera comprising:
a camera housing:
distance measurement means including light emitting
means formed integrally with Said camera housing and
provided with plural light emitting elements for respec
tively emitting radiation beams toward mutually dif
ferent portions of an object field;
position detecting means for detecting a position of Said
camera housing, and
control means for Selectively driving a part of Said plural
light emitting elements for the emission of Said radia
tion beams, that varies in response to the position of
Said camera housing detected by Said position detecting
CS.

Re. 36,895
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11. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 10,
wherein one pair of Said four light emitting elements and
Said central element are disposed along a first line and
another pair of Said four light emitting elements and Said
central element are disposed along a Second line orthogonal
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2. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 1,
wherein Said light emitting means comprises plural elements
for respectively emitting Said radiation beams toward por
tions of said object field positioned substantially radially
about a center of Said object field, and Said control means is
adapted to Select Said part of the light emitting elements in
Such a manner that portions of Said object field illuminated
by the radiation beams emitted by the selected part of the
light emitting elements have a Substantially constant pattern
with respect to direction and shape, regardless of change in
the position of Said camera housing.
3. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 2,
wherein the radiation beams emitted from the part, Selected
by Said control means, of the light emitting elements form
spots arranged Substantially in a horizontal line in Said
object field.
4. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 2,
wherein the radiation beams emitted from the part, Selected
by Said control means, of the light emitting elements form
spots arranged in a V-shaped pattern in Said object field.
5. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 1,
wherein Said light emitting means comprises a reference
element for emitting a radiation beam toward a central
portion of Said object field, and other plural elements for
respectively emitting plural radiation beams toward portions
positioned around Said central portion, and Said control
means is adapted to Select Said part of the light emitting
elements in Such a manner that portions of Said object field
illuminated by the radiation beams emitted by the selected
part of the light emitting elements have a Substantially
constant pattern shape, regardless of a change in the position
of Said camera housing.
6. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 1,
further comprising light receiving means formed integrally
with Said camera housing and adapted to receive the radia
tion beams reflected in said object field.
7. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 6,
wherein Said light receiving means comprises a light receiv
ing face on which Said reflected radiation beams are incident
and is adapted to generate an output corresponding respond
ing to an incident position on Said light receiving face.
8. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 7,
wherein Said light receiving means comprises means for
correcting the output of Said light receiving means according
to an arrangement of Said light emitting elements, and Said
correcting means is adapted to determine the correction of
Said output, according to the detected position of Said
camera housing.
9. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 1,
wherein Said control means comprises a plurality of drive
circuit means for driving Said light emitting elements and
means for actuating Said drive circuit means Selectively to
drive different groups of Said plural light emitting elements
depending upon a position of Said camera housing detected
by Said position detecting means, Said groups corresponding
to different distance measuring Zones, respectively, of Said
object field.
10. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 1,
wherein Said plural light emitting elements consist Solely of
five light emitting elements including a central light emitting
element, disposed at a center of a rectangle, at corners of
which four light emitting elements are disposed,
respectively, and wherein Said control means drives said
central light emitting element and together there with drives
different pairs of Said four light emitting elements depending
on the position of Said camera housing detected by Said
position detecting means.

to said first line.
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12. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 10,
wherein Said different pairs of light emitting elements form
with Said central element different triangular arrangements.
13. An automatic focusing camera comprising:
a camera housing:
distance measurement means including light emitting
means formed integrally with Said camera housing and
provided with plural light emitting elements for respec
tively emitting radiation beams toward mutually dif
ferent portions of an object field;
position detecting means for detecting a position of Said
camera housing,
control means for Selectively driving a part of Said plural
light emitting elements for the emission of Said radia
tion beams, that varies in response to the position of
Said camera housing detected by Said position detecting
means,
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light receiving means formed integrally with Said camera
housing for receiving radiation beams reflected in Said
object field, Said light receiving means comprising a
light receiving face on which Said reflected radiation
beams are incident and generating an output corre
sponding to an incident position of beams on Said light
receiving face, Said light receiving face being Spaced
laterally from Said light emitting means along a dis
tance axis, and
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means for correcting the output of Said light receiving
means in accordance with the incident position of a
reflected radiation beam on Said light receiving face
and according to the detected position of Said camera
housing.
14. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 13,
wherein Said light receiving means comprises a plurality of
light receiving elements adjacent to Said light receiving face,
at least one of Said light receiving elements being Spaced a
different distance from Said light emitting means than
another of Said light receiving elements along Said distance
axis, and wherein Said correcting means corrects the output
of Said light receiving means to compensate for Said different
distance.

15. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 13,
wherein Said light emitting elements are arranged to define
a first pair of Orthogonal lines, and Said light receiving
elements are arranged to define a Second pair of orthogonal
lines, one of the lines of each pair being parallel to Said
distance axis and the other lines of each pair being perpen
dicular to Said distance axis.
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16. An automatic focusing camera comprising:
a camera housing:
distance measurement means including right emitting
means formed integrally with Said camera housing and
provided with plural light emitting elements for respec
tively emitting radiation beams toward mutually dif
ferent portions of an object field;
position detecting means for detecting a position of Said
camera housing,
control means for Selectively driving a part of Said plural
light emitting elements for the emission of Said radia
tion beams, that varies in response to the position of
Said camera housing detected by Said position detecting
means, and
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light receiving means formed integrally with Said camera
housing for receiving radiation beams reflected in Said
object field, Said light receiving means comprising
groups of light receiving elements arranged to define a
pair of orthogonal lines, one of Said lines being Spaced
laterally from Said light emitting means in a first
direction parallel to a distance axis and being perpen
dicular to Said axis, the other of Said lines being Spaced
laterally from Said light emitting means in a Second
direction perpendicular to Said first direction and being
parallel to Said distance axis.
17. An automatic focusing camera comprising:
a camera housing:
distance measurement means including light emitting
mean Son Said camera housing including plural light
emitting elements adapted to be driven for emitting
respective radiation beams toward mutually different
portions of an object field, Said plural light emitting
elements comprising a reference element for emitting a
radiation beam toward a Substantially central portion of
the object field and other elements for emitting respec
tive radiation beams toward portions around Said cen
tral portion;
position detecting means for detecting a position of Said
camera housing, and
control means for Selectively driving a part of Said plural
light emitting elements that varies depending on the
position of Said camera housing detected by Said posi
tion detecting means, Said control means Selectively
driving Said light emitting elements in Such a manner
that said reference element is included in the Selectively
driven part of Said plural light emitting elements
regardless of the position of Said camera housing.
18. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 17,
wherein the radiation beams emitted from the part of the
light emitting elements Selectively driven by Said control
means form spots arranged in a V-shaped pattern in Said
object field.
19. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 18,
which further comprises light receiving means on Said
camera housing for receiving radiation beams reflected in
the object field and generating a position Signal indicative of
the position of a radiation beam incident on Said light
receiving means.
20. An automatic focus adjusting camera comprising:
a camera housing:
light emitting means on Said camera housing including
plural light emitting elements adapted to be driven for
emitting respective radiation beams toward mutually
different portions of an object field;
control means for Selectively driving a part of Said plural
light emitting elements,
light receiving means on Said camera housing for receiv
ing radiation beams reflected in the object field, Said
light receiving means comprising a light receiving face

means for adjusting the output of Said light receiving
means depending on the part of Said plural light emit
ting elements driven by Said control means and for
producing focus adjustment information.
21. An automatic focus adjusting camera according to
claim 20, which further comprises position detecting means
for detecting a position of Said camera housing and output
ting a detection signal, wherein Said control means Selec
tively drives a part of Said plural light emitting elements
determined by Said detection Signal.
22. An automatic focus adjusting camera comprising:
a camera housing:
light emitting means on Said camera housing including
plural light emitting elements adapted to be driven for
emitting respective radiation beams toward mutually
different portions of an object field;
control means for Selectively driving a part of Said plural
light emitting elements,
two light receiving means on Said camera housing for
receiving radiation beams reflected in the object field,
each of Said two light receiving means having a light
receiving face which is extended in a different direction
from the light receiving face of the other light receiving
means and generating an output indicative of the
position, along the respective eXtended direction, of a
radiation beam incident on the light receiving face

on which Said reflected radiation beams are incident,

Said light receiving face being extended in a predeter
mined direction and Spaced laterally from Said light
emitting means along Said predetermined direction,
Said light receiving means generating an output which
indicates the position, along Said predetermined direc
tion of a radiation beam incident on Said light receiving
face; and
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thereof; and
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means for Selectively an output of one of Said two light
receiving means when Said control means drives a
predetermined part of said plural light emitting ele
ments and for Selecting an output of the other of Said
two light receiving means when Said control means
drives another predetermined part of Said plural light
emitting elements.
23. An automatic focusing camera according to claim 22,
which further comprises position detecting means for detect
ing a position of Said camera housing and outputting a
detection Signal, wherein Said control means Selectively
drives a part of Said plural light emitting elements deter
mined by Said detection signal.
24. A camera comprising:
a light receiving device disposed On an opposite Side of a
photographing lens from an object field to receive light
through the photographing lens from first and Second
areas On the Object field and generate a plurality of
light intensity distribution Signals corresponding to
Said first and Said Second areas, Said light receiving
device having a first SensOr corresponding to Said first
area and a Second SensOr corresponding to Said Second
area, Said first area being extended in a horizontal
direction and Said Second area being extended in a
vertical direction when Said camera is held in a hori

ZOntal attitude,
60
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a focus condition detecting circuit electrically connected
to Said light receiving device to detect a focus condition
of Said photographing lens in response to the Output
Signals of Said light receiving device, and
an attitude detecting device which detects that said cam
era is held in a vertical attitude to produce a vertical
attitude Signal, Said focus condition detecting device
not being responsive to Said first SensOr and being
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responsive to Said Second sensor when said vertical
attitude Signal is produced.
25. A camera according to claim 24, wherein said attitude
detecting device detects that said camera is held in the
horizontal attitude to produce a horizontal attitude Signal,
and wherein Said focus condition detecting device is respOn
Sive to Said first Sensor when Said horizontal attitude Signal
is produced.
26. A camera comprising:
a light receiving device disposed On an opposite Side of a
photographing lens from an object field to receive light
through the photographing lens from the object field,
Said light receiving device having a first SensOr and a
Second SensOr, Said first SensOr being extended in a
horizontal direction and Said Second sensor being

of Said photographing lens in response to Output Sig
nails of Said Sensors, and
an attitude detecting device which detects that said cam
era is held in a vertical attitude to produce a vertical
attitude Signal, Said focus condition detecting device
being unresponsive to Output Signals from Said first
SensOr and being responsive to Output Signals from Said
Second sensor when said vertical attitude Signal is
produced.
27. A camera according to claim 26, wherein Said attitude
detecting device detects that Said camera is held in the
horizontal attitude to produce a horizontal attitude Signal,
and wherein Said focus condition detecting device is respOn
Sive to Output Signals from Said first SensOr and is unrespon
Sive to Output Signals from Said Second SensOr when Said
horizontal attitude Signal is produced.

extended in a vertical direction when Said camera is

held in a horizontal attitude, Said Sensors generating
light intensity distribution Output Signals,
a focus condition detecting circuit electrically connected
to Said light receiving device to detect a focus condition
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